
Male Pirahan: Instructions may be copied as long as proper credit is given to Melinda Haren. This 
pattern is developed from the extent Persian pirahan pictured below.  

   

Use: This garment is worn by men. It is the layer worn closest to the skin. As both men and children are 
generally pictured wearing the same clothing styles in miniature paintings, this garment was most likely 
worn by children as well. Furthermore, there are several extant male pirahan-ha from Egypt identified as 
children’s garments. 
Fabrics: The extent garments (primarily from Egypt) are made of silk, cotton or linen. Cotton was 
probably the most common fabric worn in Persia. In Persia, some Muslims justified the wearing of silk 
(considered extravagant by more traditional Muslims and therefore against the teachings of the Prophet) 
by wearing cotton as the layer closest to the skin. 
Decoration: The extent pirahan pictured above is decorated with painted designs praising ‘Allah. These 
decorations were intended to protect the wearer from harm. Extent examples have been found with 
embroidery as well as painted designs. 
Hand-sewing: The one unlined garment we viewed at the Textile Museum in D.C. was a 10th century 
Tiraz coat sewn with a flat feld seam. The stitches were extremely fine. Please see 10th Century Tiraz 
Coat for more detailed information. 10th Century Tiraz Coat~image and article at Ruyi Qaba 3.116 at 
www.roxanefarabi.com Running stitch would also be appropriate. 

 
1. Cut out all of the pieces pictured below. Fabric layout depends upon the size of your fabric. Please 
note, drawings are not to scale! Nor are they proportional!
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2. Sew sleeves to body: 

 

3. Sew gores to body: 

 

4. Sew sides of garment together. 
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5. There are several variations of this garment. The below diagrams show two more variations. 
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